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Abstract. We study the combinatorial and dynamical properties
of translations surfaces with horizontal saddle connections from
the point of view of backward Rauzy-Veech induction. Namely, we
prove that although the horizontal saddle connections do not rule
out existence of the infinite orbit under backward Rauzy-Veech
algorithm, they disallow the ∞- completeness of such orbit. Fur-
thermore, we prove that if an orbit under backward Rauzy-Veech
algorithm is infinite, then the minimality of the horizontal transla-
tion flow is equivalent to the eventual appearance of all horizontal
saddle connections as sides of the polygonal represenation of a sur-
face.

The main goal of this note is to study the relations between hori-
zontal saddle connections and the combinatorics of the inverse Rauzy-
Veech algorithm for translation surfaces as well as dynamics of the
horizontal translation flows. In [2] (Proposition 4.3) Marmi, Ulcigrai
and Yoccoz prove that if a translation surface does not have horizon-
tal saddle connections, then its backward Rauzy-Veech induction orbit
is indefinitely well-defined and ∞-complete, that is every symbol is a
backward winner infinitely many times. In the same article the authors
pose a question, whether these two conditions are equivalent. We an-
swer affirmatively to this question in Theorem 11. The proof utilizes
only combinatorics and geometry of translation surfaces.

However, before proving Theorem 11, we prove Proposition 7 which
states that, typically, possessing horizontal saddle connections does not
rule out that the backward orbit with respect to the inverse Rauzy-
Veech algorithm is well defined. Moreover, in Theorem 12 we prove
that appearance of horizontal connections as sides of polygonal rep-
resentations of translations surfaces is closely tied to the minimality
of the horizontal translation flow. More precisely, we show that the
horizontal translation flow is minimal if and only if all (if any) hori-
zontal saddle connections appear as sides of a polygonal representation
of a surface after applying a finite number of backward Rauzy-Veech
induction steps.

MSC CLASSIFICATION: 37E05, 37E35
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1. Interval exchange transformations and translations
surfaces

We recall first basic notions and properties related to IETs and trans-
lation surfaces. Let A be an alphabet of #A ≥ 2 elements. For more
information and basic properties, including the ergodic properties of in-
terval exchange transformations, translation surfaces and Rauzy-Veech
algorithm we refer the reader e.g. to [4] and [5].

Let

SA0 :={π = (π0, π1) : A → {1, . . . ,#A} × {1, . . . ,#A};
π1 ◦ π−10 {1, . . . , k} = {1, . . . , k} ⇒ k = #A}

be the set of irreducible permutations, where π0 and π1 are bijections.
Let us also denote by RA>0 the set of all d-dimensional positive real
vectors and for every λ ∈ RA>0 let |λ| :=

∑
α∈A λα.

An interval exchange transformation on [0, |λ|) (IET) T = (π, λ) ∈
SA0 × RA>0 is a bijective piecewise translation, where the intervals

Iα :=

 ∑
β∈A;π0(β)<π0(α)

λβ,
∑

β∈A;π0(β)≤π0(α)

λβ

 for α ∈ A

are rearranged inside [0, |λ|) with respect to the permutation π. More
precisely, for every α ∈ A, we have

T (x) = x+ δα if x ∈ Iα,

where

δα =
∑

β∈A; π1(β)<π1(α)

λα −
∑

β∈A; π0(β)<π0(α)

λα.

Note that T preserves Lebesgue measure.
We denote by Ωπ = [ωαβ]α,β the associated translation matrix, with

coefficients given by

ωαβ :=


+1 if π0(α) < π0(β) and π1(α) > π1(β);

−1 if π0(α) > π0(β) and π1(α) < π1(β);

0 otherwise.

Then, if δ := [δα]α∈A, we get

δ = Ωπ · λ.
2
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On the space SA0 × RA>0 we consider an operator R called Rauzy-
Veech induction, defined as R(π, λ) = (π1, λ1), where (π1, λ1) is the
first return map of (π, λ) to the interval [0, |λ| −min{λπ−1

0 (d), λπ−1
1 (d)}).

If λπ−1
0 (d) > λπ−1

1 (d) we say that R is of ”top” type and we say that it

is of ”bottom” type if λπ−1
0 (d) < λπ−1

1 (d). We denote the symbol corre-

sponding to the longer interval as w (the winner) and to the shorter
one as l (the loser).

The map R(π, λ) is properly defined as an interval exchange trans-
formation of d intervals if and only if λπ−1

0 (d) 6= λπ−1
1 (d). Keane [1] gave

an equivalent condition on (π, λ), for the iterations of Rauzy-Veech in-
duction to be defined indefinitely. More precisely, we say that IET T
satisfies Keane’s condition if for every two discontinuities a and b of
T equality T n(a) = b for some n ∈ N implies n = 1, a = T−1(0) and
b = 0. In particular, if the vector λ is rationally independent, that is
for every choice of cα ∈ Z, α ∈ A we have∑

α∈A

cαλα = 0 ⇒ cα = 0 for every α ∈ A,

then (π, λ) satisfies Keane’s condition. When it is well defined, we
denote Rn(π, λ) = (πn, λn) for every n ∈ N. We say that the orbit of
(π, λ) via Rauzy-Veech induction is ∞-complete if every symbol in A
appears infinitely many times in the sequence of winners {wn}.

Note that λ1 = A1(π, λ)λ, where a matrix A1(π, λ) is defined in the
following way

A1
αβ =


1 if α = β;

−1 if α = w and β = l;

0 otherwise.

Inductively, for every n ∈ N we define

An(π, λ) = A1(πn−1, λn−1)An−1(π, λ).

Then λn = An(π, λ)λ. We will refer to An(π, λ) as Rauzy-Veech matri-
ces. Note that for every n ∈ N, the matrix (An(π, λ))−1 is non-negative.

For every π ∈ SA0 let

ΘA = ΘA(π) =
{
τ ∈ RA;

∑
α∈A;π0(α)≤k

τα > 0 and

∑
α∈A;π1(α)≤k

τα < 0 for every k ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1}
}
.

Then every (π, λ, τ) ∈ SA0 × ΛA × ΘA1 may be see as a translation
surface as follows. More precisely, first we consider two broken line

1Note that this space is not really a product space since ΘA depends on π and
thus SA

0 ×ΛA×ΘA =
⋃
π∈SA

0
{π}×ΛA×ΘA(π). However, we shall use this notation

for simplicity.
3
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Figure 1. A translation surface and one step of back-
ward Rauzy-Veech induction. The parallel segments are
identified via translation. The winning segment is the
one which is first crossed by a rightward separatrix start-
ing from (0, 0).

segments in C
d⋃

k=1

 ∑
α∈A; π0(α)<k

(λα + iτα),
∑

α∈A; π0(α)≤k

(λα + iτα)


and

d⋃
i=1

 ∑
α∈A; π1(α)<k

(λα + iτα),
∑

α∈A; π1(α)≤k

(λα + iτα)

 .
Then we identify the segments corresponding to the same symbols via
parallel translation. The endpoints of these segments are the singularity
points of the surface and are denoted by Σ (which may be conical
singularities as well as marked points). Note that some of the points
S ∈ Σ may correspond to many vertices of the polygon given by (π, λ, τ)
before identification. For 0 ≤ k ≤ #A we denote

a(π, λ, τ, k) :=
∑

α∈A; π0(α)≤k

(λα + iτα) and

b(π, λ, τ, k) :=
∑

α∈A; π1(α)≤k

(λα + iτα),

the vertices of the polygon given by (π, λ, τ) (note that a(π, λ, τ,#A) =
b(π, λ, τ,#A) and a(π, λ, τ, 0) = b(π, λ, τ, 0) = 0). From now on, for ev-
ery α ∈ A, we will refer to the segment with endpoints a(π, λ, τ, π0(α)−
1) and a(π, λ, τ, π0(α)) as well as to the segments b(π, λ, τ, π0(α) − 1)
and b(π, λ, τ, π0(α)) as segments corresponding to α.

On a surface (π, λ, τ) we consider a translation flow, that is the
flow which moves every non-singular point with unit speed in a fixed
direction. In this note we mostly use the horizontal rightward direction
and refer to such flows simply as “horizontal flows” {Tt}t∈R. If the orbit
of some point hits a singularity, then we call such an orbit a separatrix
of {Tt}t∈R. If the singularity is hit in negative time, then we say that
the separatrix is rightward and if it is hit in positive time, then we

4
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say that the separatrix is leftward. A saddle connection is a separatrix
which is both rightward and leftward.

The following fact concerning minimality, or rather its corollary (Cor.
2), would be of later use.

Proposition 1 (see Theorem 3.13 in [4]). Every translation surface
(π, λ, τ) admits a decomposition into finitely many maximal subsets
Dj, j = 1, . . . , k, invariant under the action of horizontal flow, such
that the restriction of the horizontal flow to Dj for every j = 1, . . . , k
is either periodic or minimal.

Corollary 2. The horizontal flow on (π, λ, τ) is minimal if and only
if there exists one half-orbit which is dense.

We extend the definition of Rauzy-Veech induction into the space
SA0 × ΛA ×ΘA. Namely R(π, λ, τ) := (π1, λ1, τ 1), where

(π1, λ1) = R(π, λ) and τ 1 = A1(π, λ)τ.

Thus, R(π, λ, τ) is well defined if and only if R(π, λ) is well defined.
We define the type of (π, λ, τ) as that of (π, λ).

Note that R is not a invertible map. Indeed, every (π, λ) ∈ SA0 ×ΛA

has exactly two preimages. The map R on the other hand is invertible
whenever (π, λ, τ) satisfies

∑
α∈A τα 6= 0. We can thus consider the

backward Rauzy-Veech induction R−1. We say that (π, λ, τ) is of the
backward “top” type if

∑
α∈A τα < 0 and is of the backward “bottom”

type if
∑

α∈A τα > 0.

Moreover, if (π, λ, τ) is of backward ”top” type, we say that π−10 (d)
is a backward winner and π−11 (d) is a backward loser. Analogously if
(π, λ, τ) is of backward ”bottom” type, we say that π−11 (d) is a backward
winner and π−10 (d) is a backward loser. Although the following result
is well known, we present its short proof for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 3. We have that

(π, λ, τ) is of the “backward top” (“backward bottom”) type

⇔ R−1(π, λ, τ) is of “top” (“bottom”) type.
(1)

Moreover

α is a backward winner of R−1 for (π, λ, τ)

⇔ α is a winner of R for R−1(π, λ, τ).
(2)

Proof. Assume that (π, λ, τ) is of backward top type and α is a back-
ward winner that is α = π−10 (d) (the backward bottom type case
is done analogously). Denote also β = (π1)

−1(π1(α) + 1). Then
π−10 (α) = π0(α) = #A and π1(β) = A. Moreover

λ−1α = λα + λβ > λβ = λ−1β .

Thus (π, λ, τ) is of (forward) top type and α is the winner. �
5
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Remark 4. Note that α ∈ A is a backward winner iff the segment
corresponding to α is the first segment hit by the rightward separatrix
starting from the point (0, 0) in the polygonal representation of (π, λ, τ)
(see Figure 1).

It is easy to see that R−n(π, λ, τ) is properly defined for every n ∈ N
if τ is a rationally independent vector. In particular this together with
Lemma 5 implies that in a surface (π, λ, τ) rightward separatrix starting
from (0, 0) is not a saddle connection. In Lemma 7 we show that in
order to define an infinite orbit of a backward Rauzy-Veech induction,
the condition on rational independence can be significantly weakened.

We define a Rauzy-Veech matrix associated to R−1 at point (π, λ, τ)
by

A−1(π, λ, τ) :=
(
A1
(
R−1(π, λ, τ)

))−1
,

and analogously as in the forward case for every n ∈ N we define

A−n(π, λ, τ) :=
(
An
(
R−n(π, λ, τ)

))−1
,

whenever R−n is properly defined. If R−n(π, λ, τ) = (π−n, λ−n, τ−n)
then we have

(3) λ−n = A−n(π, λ, τ)λ and τ−n = A−n(π, λ, τ)τ.

If
∑

α∈A τ
−n
α = 0 for some n ∈ N then the backward Rauzy-Veech

induction stops, i.e. R−n−1(π, λ, τ) is not well defined. If on the other
hand R−n(π, λ, τ) is well defined for every n ∈ N and each symbol is a
backward winner infinitely many times then we say that (π, λ, τ) has
∞-complete backward Rauzy-Veech induction orbit.

Note that since (An(π−n, λ−n))−1 is non-negative, we have

(4) A−n(π, λ, τ) is non-negative for every n ∈ N.
In particular

(5) min
α,β∈A

A−nαβ (π, λ, τ) is non-decreasing as n→∞.

In particular

(6) lim
n→∞

|λ−n| =∞.

The following result is stated as a Remark 4.2 in [2], however, due
to its importance in this article, we present its short proof.

Lemma 5. The backward Rauzy Veech induction is defined indefinitely
on (π, λ, τ) if and only if the horizontal rightwards separatrix starting
from point (0, 0) in (π, λ, τ) is infinite, i.e. it is not a horizontal saddle
connection.

Proof. If (π−n
′
, λ−n

′
, τ−n

′
) is not properly defined for some n′ ∈ N then∑

α∈A τ
−n′+1
α = 0 and the horizontal interval with endpoints at (0, 0)

and (
∑

α∈A λ
−n′+1
α , 0) is a horizontal saddle connection.

6
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1 2 3 4

1'2'3'4'
4321

1'

2' 3'

4'

Figure 2. A polygonal and a zippered rectangle repre-
sentation of a surface.

On the other hand if there is a horizontal saddle connection starting
at (0, 0) of length ` > 0 and (π−n, λ−n, τ−n) is well defined for every
n ∈ N, then by (6) there exists n′ ∈ N such that

∑
α∈A λ

n′
α > `. This

implies however that the whole saddle connection is in the interior of
(π−n

′
, λ−n

′
, τ−n

′
) seen as a polygon, in particular this applies to the

right-hand side endpoint of the saddle connection. This is however a
contradiction since the singularities of (π, λ, τ) can be only the vertices
and they do not belong to the horizontal line. �

The surface (π, λ, τ) ∈ SA0 ×ΛA×ΘA is alternatively considered via
zippered rectangles representation (π, λ, h) ∈ SA0 ×ΛA×RA>0, that is one
considers a Poincaré return map of the vertical translation flow to the
rightward separatrix segment of length |λ|, originating from the point
(0, 0). Then the first return map is an interval exchange transformation
(π, λ) and the first return times are constant on each exchanged interval
and given by the height vector h = ΩT

π τ . Then a rectangle associated
to the symbol α ∈ A is the set ∑

α∈A; π0(β)<π0(α)

λβ,
∑

α∈A; π0(β)≤π0(α)

λβ

× [0, hα).

Moreover, the sides of rectangles are divided into parts and identified
with each other with a proper rearrangement. The segments which are
identified are referred to as “zips”. The rectangles together with the
zips form a zippered rectangles representation of a surface (see Figure
2).

One can prove by a simple induction that the points in Σ always
belong to the left-hand edge of the rectangles, that is in the sets of the
form {

∑
α∈A; π0(β)<α λβ} × [0, hα) for every α ∈ A.

It is possible to obtain zippered rectangles by dividing the polygo-
nal construction into smaller polygons and rearranging them. Hence
each rectangle properly locally parametrizes the surface (π, λ, τ). For
every n ∈ Z we denote hn = Ωπnτn, that is rectangle height vector
corresponding to the surface (πn, λn, τn) obtained by n steps of Rauzy-
Veech induction.

7
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2. The existence of the backward orbit

Note that the backward Rauzy-Veech induction algorithm stops the
orbit of (π, λ, τ) ∈ {π} × ΛA × ΘA when

∑
α∈A τα = 0. This implies

that there is a horizontal connection between 0 and
∑

α∈A λα+ iτα and
that the latter is also an element of Σ (see Lemma 5). The following
result states that the existence of horizontal saddle connections does
not imply that the Rauzy-Veech induction orbit stops.

Proposition 6. There exist translation surfaces with horizontal saddle
connections, whose orbit under the action of backward Rauzy-Veech
induction is defined indefinitely.

To prove the above result we will now see that, in general, it is
enough to pick τβ for some β ∈ A appropriately for the iterations of
backward Rauzy-Veech induction on (π, λ, τ) to be defined infinitely
many times.

Lemma 7. Let β ∈ A. Assume that {τα}α∈A is such that for every
choice of integer numbers cα ∈ Z, α ∈ A we have∑

α∈A

cατα = 0 ⇒ cβ = 0.

Then the backward Rauzy-Veech induction iterates are defined indefi-
nitely.

Proof. Note first that by assumptions taking cα = 1, α ∈ A, we have∑
α∈A

τα 6= 0.

Thus (π−1, λ−1, τ−1) is properly defined.
We proceed by induction. Assume that (π−n, λ−n, τ−n) for n ≥ 1

is properly defined and let B = A−n(π, λ, τ) be a Rauzy-Veech matrix
of the n backward steps of induction. Then in particular B is a non-
negative matrix and Bββ ≥ 1. Indeed, the coefficients of the Rauzy-
Veech matrix are non-decreasing (see (5)) and A−1(π, λ, τ) has ones on
the diagonal.

We claim that (π−n−1, λ−n−1, τ−n−1) is properly defined. Assume
otherwise, that is

(7)
∑
α∈A

τ−nα = 0.

Since τ−n = Bτ , we have ∑
α∈A

cατα = 0,

where cα =
∑

γ∈ABγα. In particular, since Bββ ≥ 1 and B is a non-

negative matrix, we have cβ > 0. This, together with (7), yields a
contradiction with the assumption of the lemma.

8
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Figure 3. An example of a surface with horizontal sad-
dle connections (dotted lines) for which backward Rauzy-
Veech induction orbit is well defined - all segments be-
sides the black segment are identical up to reflection and
the vertical coordinates of the black segment and the re-
maining segments are rationally independent.

�

Proof of Proposition 6. Consider (π, λ, τ) ∈ {π} × ΛA ×ΘA where

(1) τπ−1
0 (1) ∈ R \Q;

(2) τγ ∈ Q for γ 6= π−10 (1);
(3) τπ−1

0 (2) = −τπ−1
0 (3) > 0.

Then (π, λ, τ) satisfies assumptions of Proposition 7 with β = π−10 (1),
but the segment

[λπ−1
0 (1) + iτπ−1

0 (1),
∑
i=1,2,3

λπ−1
0 (i) + iτπ−1

0 (i)]

is a horizontal saddle connection (see Figure 3). �

3. Horizontal connections prevent ∞-completeness

We saw in Corollary 6 that a horizontal saddle connection does not
necessarily prevent a proper definition of an infinite backward Rauzy-
Veech orbit. We shall see that it does prevent∞-completeness. As the
reader will see, it follows from the proof of Theorem 11 that horizontal
saddle connections “freeze” some coordinates in the sense that they
stop winning after finite number of steps of backward Rauzy-Veech
algorithm. Before proving Theorem 11, we present an easy condition
to prevent a symbol from winning.

Lemma 8. Let (π, λ, τ) ∈ SA0 × ΛA × ΘA. If τβ = 0 for some β ∈ A
then β cannot be a backward winner.

9
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Figure 4. A horizontal segment cannot cross transver-
sally x-axis, thus the corresponding symbol cannot be a
backward winner.

Proof. By accelerating backward Rauzy-Veech algorithm if necessary
we can assume that β is a winner at step 1 of backward Rauzy-Veech in-
duction and that (π, λ, τ) is of backward top type, that is β = π−10 (#A)
(the case when it is of backward bottom type is symmetric). Then∑

α∈A τα = 0. However, since τβ = 0, we get
∑

α∈A\{π−1
0 (d)} τα = 0.

This is a contradiction with the definition of ΘA. �

We have the following property of ∞-complete orbits.

Theorem 9 (see subsection 1.2.4 in [3]). If the path of the forward
Rauzy-Veech induction of (π, λ, τ) is properly defined and ∞-complete
then the Rauzy-Veech matrix obtained after each but one symbol has
won at least 2d− 3 times is positive.

By (1) we have the following.

Corollary 10. If the path of the backward Rauzy-Veech induction of
(π, λ, τ) is properly defined and ∞-complete then the Rauzy-Veech ma-
trix obtained after each symbol but one was a backward winner at least
2d− 2 times is positive.

Theorem 11. Assume that (π, λ, τ) ∈ {π}×ΛA×ΘA has a horizontal
saddle connection. Then the backward Rauzy-Veech induction orbit of
(π, λ, τ) is not backward ∞-complete.

Proof. If the backward Rauzy-Veech induction stops then in particular
the path is not ∞-complete. Assume then that the backward Rauzy-
Veech induction orbit is defined indefinitely.

We will proceed by contradiction that is we assume that the back-
ward Rauzy-Veech induction orbit is backward∞-complete. Moreover,
assume that (π, λ, τ) has a horizontal saddle connection ` of length |`|.
Let S ∈ Σ be its left endpoint. Then in the polygonal representation
` can be seen as a segment starting at one of the vertices X of the
polygon corresponding to (π, λ, τ), going rightwards.

10
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Figure 5. The rectangle cannot grow wider if the sur-
face has a horizontal saddle connection.

In view of Corollary 10, there exists n0 ∈ N such that for n > n0 the
Rauzy-Veech matrix A−n satisfies

(8) min
α,β∈A

A−nα,β > |`|(min
α∈A
|λα|)−1.

Indeed, backward ∞-completeness implies that for n0 large enough
each symbol won at least 2d − 2 times in the backward Rauzy-Veech
induction path of length n0. Corollary 10 implies then that for n0 the
Rauzy-Veech matrix A−n0 is positive. By repeating this process for
(π−n0 , λ−n0 , τn0) and then proceeding inductively and using the fact
that the entries of the product of N positive integer matrices are not
smaller than (#A)N−1 we obtain n in (8). In particular, since λ−n =
A−nλ, we have obtained that

(9) |λ−nα | > |`| for every α ∈ A.

Let (π−n, λ−n, h−n) be a rectangle representation of (π−n, λ−n, τ−n)
and X−n be a vertex of (π−n, λ−n, τ−n) such that ` is a horizontal seg-
ment whose left endpoint is X−n. Recall that in the rectangle represen-
tation, all vertices of (π−n, λ−n, h−n) lie on the left-hand side vertical
sides of rectangles. Let α ∈ A be such that X−n ∈ {

∑
π0(β)<π0(α)

|λβ|}×
[0, h−nα ). By (9), we have that

` ⊂

 ∑
π0(β)<π0(α)

|λβ|,
∑

π0(β)≤π0(α)

|λβ|

× [0, h−nα ),

that is ` is wholly included inside the rectangle corresponding to α. In
particular the strict inequality in (9) implies that the right-hand side
endpoint of ` is in the interior of this rectangle. Thus it cannot be a
vertex of (π−n, λ−n, h−n) and, in particular, it cannot be an element of
Σ which is a contradiction. �

4. Horizontal connections and minimality

In the Lemma 8 we described an easy condition for a symbol to stop
being a backward winner. However, it is not the only possibility for a
symbol to stop winning. Indeed, it appears that this phenomenon can
be also observed in translation surfaces with horizontal cylinders.
Example. Consider #A = 4 and π ∈ SA0 given by.

π1 ◦ π−10 (i) = 5− i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
11
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Consider moreover λ ∈ RA>0 and τ ∈ ΘA such that τπ−1
0 (2) = −τπ−1

0 (3) >

0 (see Figure 6).
We claim that

(10) neither π−10 (2) nor π−10 (3) can be ever backward winners.

Indeed, if π−10 (1) is the backward winner for (π, λ, τ) then since τπ−1
0 (2) >

0, it is also a backward winner for (π−1, λ−1, τ−1). Moreover, since
τπ−1

0 (2) = −τπ−1
0 (3), we get

∑
α∈A τ

−2
α =

∑
α∈A τα and thus π−10 (1) is

the backward winner for (π−2, λ−2, τ−2) and π−3 = π. We can get an
analogous conclusion if π−10 (4) is an initial winner. Note that in the 3
steps of backward Rauzy-Veech induction described above, π−10 (2) and
π−10 (3) did not win backward. Hence, since π−3 = π, by induction we
obtain (10) (see figure 6).

1) 2)

3) 4)

Figure 6. Initial three steps of backward Rauzy-Veech
induction of a translation surface with π−10 (2) and π−10 (3)
never winning, while the values of τπ−1

0 (2) and τπ−1
0 (3) are

non-zero

Note that the surface described above has a horizontal cylinder2

starting at the side corresponding to π−10 (2) of length λπ−1
0 (2) + λπ−1

0 (3).

In particular, the horizontal flow is not minimal. The following fact
connects this observation with the parametrical occurrence of horizon-
tal saddle connections.

Theorem 12. Let A be an alphabet of d ≥ 3 elements. If (π−n, λ−n, τ−n)
is properly defined for all n ∈ N, then the horizontal flow (Tt)t∈R on
(π, λ, τ) is minimal if and only if there is N ∈ N such that the set of
sides of the polygon (π−N , λ−N , τ−N) contains all (if any) horizontal
connections.

2A horizontal cylinder of length κ is a maximal subsurface C foliated by periodic
orbits of length κ.

12
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Before proving Theorem 12, let us state a result concerning the decay
of the vertical parameters of polygonal representations of a translation
surface as we act by the backward Rauzy-Veech induction algorithm.
In [2] the authors proved the following result.

Proposition 13 (Lemma A.8 in [2]). Assume that the surface (π, λ.τ)
has no horizontal saddle connections. Then there exists an increasing
sequence {nk}k∈N of positive integers such that

lim
k→∞

max
α∈A

τ−nk
α = 0.

Corollary 14. Assume that (π, λ, τ) is such that its only horizontal
connections (if any) are sides of the polygonal representations. Then
there exists an increasing sequence {nk}k∈N of positive integers such
that

lim
k→∞

max
α∈A

τ−nk
α = 0.

Proof. If there are no saddle connections, then the statement of the
corollary follows directly from Proposition 13. Let then 1 ≤ k ≤ #A
and β1, . . . , βk ∈ A be such that τβi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k. Consider

a surface (π, λ̃, τ̃) obtained by setting τ̃ = τ and

λ̃α =

{
0 iff α = βi for some i = 1, . . . , k

λα otherwise

Since τβi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k, the surface (π, λ′, τ) is indeed properly
defined3 and via assumptions does not have horizontal saddle connec-
tions. Thus by Proposition 13 for every ε > 0 there exists nε ∈ N such
that (πnε , λ̃nε , τ̃nε) satisfies

max
α∈A
|τ̃−nk
α | < ε.

It suffices now to see that to obtain the polygonal representation of
(πnε , λnε , τnε) from (πnε , λ̃nε , τ̃nε) we only “extend” the sides of (πnε , λ̃nε , τ̃nε)
horizontally and not vertically (see Figure 7). Indeed, by Lemma 8,
none of the symbols β1, . . . , βk wins, hence

λnε
βi

= λβi and τnε
βi

= 0 for every i = 1, . . . , k.

On the other hand if α 6= βi for every i = 1, . . . , k, then by (3) we have

λnε
α = λ̃nε

α +
k∑
i=1

A−nε
αβi

(π, λ, τ)λβi ,

but

τnε
α = τ̃nε

α +
k∑
i=1

A−nε
αβi

(π, λ, τ)τβi = τ̃nε
α ,

3This surface is not an element of SA
0 ×ΛA×ΘA. However the backward Rauzy-

Veech algorithm can be easily extended to surfaces with some of the horizontal
parameters vanishing.

13
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1) 2)

3)

4)

Figure 7. To get to the case where there is no horizon-
tal saddle connections we first contract them, then act
by the backward Rauzy-Veech algorithm to finally ex-
tend the saddle connections back as well as the intervals
corresponding to the symbols which won against saddle
connections.

thus

max
α∈A
|τ−nε
α | < ε,

which proves the corollary. �

We can now prove Theorem 12.

Proof of Theorem 12. Note first that in view of Lemma 5 the right-
wards horizontal separatrix starting at point 0 := (0, 0), which we
denote by γ0 := (Tt(0))t>≥0, is infinite, i.e it is not a saddle connection.
Note moreover that

(“⇒ ”) Assume now that the horizontal flow is minimal. Then the
rightwards separatrix is dense in (π, λ, τ). Let us show that this forces
all horizontal saddle connections as sides of the polygonal representa-
tion after sufficient number of backward Rauzy-Veech induction steps.
Suppose by contradiction that one of the horizontal saddle connections
does not appear as a vertical segment for infinitely many n > 0 in
(π−n, λ−n, τ−n). Then by Lemma 8, it does not appear as a vertical
segment for any n > 0. By Theorem 11 there exists α such that τ−nα 6= 0
for all n ∈ N and α is never a backward winner (note that α can win
finitely many times, then we renumerate the steps of backward Rauzy-
Veech induction). Since by Remark 4 the separatrix γ0 does not hit
the interval corresponding to α, we obtain that γ0 cannot pass through

14
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the interior of the triangle given by vertices

a(π−n, λ−n, τ−n, π0(α)− 1);

(
∑

i≤π−n
0 (α)

λ(π−n
0 )−1(i),

∑
i≤π−n

0 (α)

τ(π−n
0 )−1(i));

a(π−n, λ−n, τ−n, π0(α)),

if τα > 0 or

a(π−n, λ−n, τ−n, π0(α)− 1);

(
∑

i≤π−n
0 (α)

λ(π−n
0 )−1(i),

∑
i≤π−n

0 (α)

τ(π−n
0 )−1(i));

a(π−n, λ−n, τ−n, π0(α)),

if τα < 0, where the definition of the triangle does not depend on n (one
can also swap in the above definitions π0 to π1 and a to b), see Figure
8. Since this triangle is of positive Lebesgue measure, this contradicts
the minimality of the horizontal flow.

Figure 8. The horizontal separatrix starting from the
origin does not visit the shaded triangles.

(“ ⇐ ”) Assume now that there exists N ∈ N such that for all
n > N all horizontal saddle connections are sides of the polygon
(π−n, λ−n, τ−n). We want to show that this implies minimality. By
Proposition 14 there exists a sequence {nk}k∈N such that

lim
k→∞

max
α∈A

τ−nk
α = 0.

Fix ε > 0 and let k′ ∈ N be big enough so that maxα∈A τ
−n′k
α <

ε/d. Then (π−n
′
k , λ−n

′
k , τ−n

′
k) seen as a polygon in R2 is included as

a subset in a rectangle [−ε, ε] × [0,
∑

α∈A λ
−n′k
α ]. Hence every point

in (π−n
′
k , λ−n

′
k , τ−n

′
k) = (π, λ, τ) is at most ε-far from γ0 which yields

the density of γ0. However by Corollary 2 this is equivalent to the
minimality of the horizontal flow, which finishes the proof.

�
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Figure 9. The rectangle with a separatrix segment as
its axis contains the whole surface.
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